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Sniper killed officers
as payback, chief says

Delonte Hart

Suspect
charged
in Roxy
stabbing
DA’s office won’t say if
man will also be charged
in downtown killing
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A 23-year-old homeless man
charged with the attempted
murder of a moviegoer who was
stabbed at the Roxy Theater in
downtown Santa Rosa pleaded
not guilty Friday in a Sonoma
County courtroom.
Police arrested Delonte Hart
shortly after witnesses said he
ran out of the darkened movie
theater on June 29, leaving behind a man bleeding from knife
wounds.
Adam Lucero, 21, was stabbed
in the neck and arm, with additional wounds inflicted by a
large chef’s knife, as he fought
the stranger who sat behind him
at a sparsely attended weekday
afternoon showing of “The
Shallows.”
Hart is also the only “person
of interest” named by police
in the brutal killing of a Santa
Rosa man, 32-year-old Cirak
Tesfazgi, who was killed two
days before the movie theater
attack. Tesfazgi was stabbed
more than 50 times in a downtown doorway where police said
he had settled on the ground to
rest for the night.
Deputy District Attorney
Mark Urioste declined to comment after the hearing about
whether his office was still evaluating whether to charge Hart
with Tesfazgi’s murder.
In
Judge
Jamie
Thistlethwaite’s courtroom Friday,
Urioste asked Thistlethwaite for
a second time to double Hart’s
bail to $2 million “based on the
callous nature of the crime and
the randomness of the crime”
and because Hart has no known
connections to Sonoma County.
Police have said Hart is originally from the Baltimore area
and appeared to have arrived in
Santa Rosa about four months
before the stabbing.
Public Defender Tyler Hicks
argued against the bail increase
because Hart has a minimal
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Adela Greer leaves a message Friday on a makeshift memorial to fallen officers on a patrol car parked outside the Dallas Police Department
headquarters. Five police officers were killed and seven were wounded in a shooting as they patrolled Thursdaye a protest march in Dallas.

Sonoma County
feels nation’s pain

Search of veteran’s
home reveals arsenal,
materials for bombs

By GUY KOVNER, JULIE JOHNSON
AND KEVIN MCCALLUM

By MANNY FERNANDEZ
AND RICHARD PÉREZ-PEÑA
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DALLAS — The heavily armed sniper who
gunned down police officers in downtown Dallas, leaving five of them dead, specifically set
out to kill as many white officers as he could,
officials said Friday. He was a military veteran
who had served in Afghanistan and kept an arsenal in his home that included bomb-making
materials.
The gunman turned a demonstration against
fatal police shootings this week of black men
in Minnesota and Louisiana from a peaceful
march focused on violence committed by officers into a scene of chaos and bloodshed aimed
against them.
The shooting was the kind of retaliatory violence that people have feared through two years
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Kristen Aumoithe and her son,
Amaru, 1, of Santa Rosa join about
100 others at a protest Friday near
Santa Rosa’s Old Courthouse Square.

INSIDE
■ Three days of calamitous events
have raised the prospect of still deeper
divides in a nation already torn by
racial and ideological animosity / B1

The distance from Dallas, St. Paul and Baton
Rouge didn’t matter.
Geography was no barrier to ambush, assassination and murder. The visceral video, the horror,
the incredulity — black versus white in a nation
founded on the principles of justice and equality,
but haunted by a history of racial discrimination
and violence that continues to make shocking
headlines.
In Santa Rosa, where the wounds from the 2013
shooting of Latino teenager Andy Lopez by a
sheriff’s deputy remain raw, this week’s national
events struck a profound local chord.
Ann Gray Byrd, an African-American community leader, author and president of the local
NAACP, the nation’s oldest civil rights organization, woke up Friday with a heavy heart.
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Contrite Clinton tries to erase trust deficit
Moment of introspection
during speech may
signal shift in campaign
By AMY CHOZICK
NEW YORK TIMES
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Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton arrives to speak at the
African Methodist Episcopal church convention Friday in Philadelphia.
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For most of her presidential
campaign, whenever Hillary
Clinton has been confronted
with polls showing that a majority of voters do not trust her, she
has attributed the problem to
decades of wild Republican attacks and right-wing conspiracy
theories.
Last week, speaking to a sympathetic crowd in Chicago, she
also pointed a finger in a sur-

prising new direction: at herself.
“I personally know I have
work to do on this front; a lot of
people tell pollsters they don’t
trust me,” Clinton said in a
speech to the Rainbow/Push Coalition on June 27. “It is certainly true I have made mistakes,”
she said a moment later, adding,
“So I understand people having
questions.”
The questions grew far more
intense after FBI Director James
Comey on Tuesday contradicted
numerous statements Clinton
and her aides have made over
the past year in defending her
email practices as secretary of
state.
Though Comey’s critique of

GAINING A COMPETITIVE EDGE: Job skills
courses helping to teach adults how to advance
in hospitality, landscaping and business / A3

her actions as “extremely careless” came after he recommended that she not be criminally
charged, it cast a harsh light on
perhaps the central challenge to
Clinton and her campaign: how
to get skeptical voters to trust
her.
Yet the snippet of introspection last week from Clinton, a
candidate not known for public
soul-searching, may have signaled an important shift in how
she and her campaign hope to
do just that.
“You can’t just talk someone
into trusting you,” she told her
audience. “You’ve got to earn it.”
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